
 

US sets new standards for truck, bus
emissions
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Trucks and cars travel the 10 freeway near Banning, California. The United
States on Monday unveiled new standards for heavy-duty trucks, vans, buses and
delivery vehicles, aimed at improving their fuel efficiency and reducing
emissions by up to 20 percent.

The United States on Monday unveiled new standards for heavy-duty
trucks, vans, buses and delivery vehicles, aimed at improving their fuel
efficiency and reducing emissions by up to 20 percent.

"This comprehensive national program is projected to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by about 250 million metric tons and save 500 million
barrels of oil over the lives of the vehicles produced within the
program’s first five years," the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
said in a statement.
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The program will also have a positive impact on businesses and
consumers, as it drives down the cost of transporting freight, said
Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood, whose agency was also involved
in the new standards.

"This is a win-win-win for the environment, businesses and the
American consumer," he said.

The two government agencies expect the innovative technologies
fostered by the new rules to yield not just environmental benefits, but
also to "enhance energy security" by reducing dependence on foreign oil.

Among the new technologies that can be used to meet the new standards
are aerodynamic improvements to the vehicle, and engine and
transmission upgrades.

Previous emissions and fuel efficiency standards applied only to light
trucks and cars.

The new standards call for manufacturers to make engines and vehicles
that achieve up to a 20 percent reduction in carbon dioxide emissions by
the time 2014 models come out and an equivalent reduction in fuel
consumption by 2018 for larger trucks.

For heavy pick-up trucks and vans, the targets are a 10-percent reduction
for gasoline vehicles and 15 percent reduction for diesel vehicles by
model-year 2018, while for buses, the target is up to a 10-percent
reduction in fuel consumption and CO2 emissions by 2018.

Environmental groups hailed the announcement of the new standards,
which will be open for a 60-day comment period starting when the
proposal has been published in the Federal Register.
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The Sierra Club, the oldest and largest US grassroots environmental
organization, noted that heavy goods and passenger vehicles covered by
the new standards consume 20 percent of all road transportation fuel
used each year but represent just four percent of all vehicles on the road.

"Setting strong fuel efficiency and pollution standards for these vehicles
will help break our dirty addiction to oil, increase our national security,
reduce pollution, and save truckers and businesses money at the pump,"
the Sierra Club said.

The BlueGreen Alliance, a partnership between labor unions and
environmental organizations aimed at creating quality green jobs, said
the standards would help "reduce our dependence on oil, strengthen the
American auto and truck manufacturing sectors, create quality jobs and
reduce pollution."

And Luke Tonachel, clean vehicles expert at the Natural Resources
Defense Council, said the proposed rules would help change the image
of heavy trucks and buses, which are currently the "energy hogs of
America’s roadways."

"With more efficient engines, aerodynamic bodies and cleaner fuels, our
nation’s truck fleets can run cleaner and cheaper. These new standards
will save truck owners and consumers money, while creating jobs and
reducing pollution in the process," he said.

(c) 2010 AFP
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